Sunshine Kids
We would like to make use of this opportunity to tell you, our parents, about the “Sunshine Kids” campaign.
Van Dyk Pharmaceuticals want parents and scholars to become aware of the importance of the use of sunscreen to
prevent the increase of skin cancer. Skin cancer is a reality and not a myth anymore. South Africa features high on the
list of skin cancer and melanomas. 95% of the UV radiation that reaches the earth’s surface is UVA rays. The latter is the
main cause of skin cancer. The UVB rays cause sunburn and damage the epidermis of the skin. Children under the age of
18 are the most exposed to the damage of UVA and UVB rays.
Xeroderm SF40 Sunscreen is a non-greasy and moisturising sunscreen that protects the skin against harmful UVA and
UVB rays. Xeroderm is one of the few sunscreens on the market that blocks both these harmful rays. Xeroderm
sunscreen has been developed for South African conditions and is prescribed by top dermatologists. Xeroderm SF40 is
colour and fragrance free thus making it hypo-allergenic and is therefore ideal for sensitive skin types. Twice a year
Xeroderm Sunscreen is tested by MEDUNSA to ensure that the SPF factor is guaranteed.
The school management at Vaalpark Primary has decided to get involved with this campaign showing that the health of
their learners is important to them. The involvement of the school plays an extremely important role in our Sunshine
Kids campaign. They can assist the children to develop a habit of applying sunscreen regularly throughout the day,
especially before playtime and extra mural activities. The co-operation of the school and the parents can play a vital role
in making the children aware of the importance of using sunscreen to limit skin cancer.
With our Sunshine Kids campaign we afford the parents the opportunity to purchase Xeroderm SF40 directly from the
manufacturer at very affordable prices. Attached is the order form which you can complete and email back to us
together with your proof of payment. Your Xeroderm sunscreen will be delivered to your child at the school. If you do
have any questions regarding Xeroderm sunscreen, you are more than welcome to contact me directly or visit our
website.
Should we as a school get involved, we will receive 1 litre of sun screen for every 10 litres ordered. The school would like
to place a 1 litre bottle in each class so that learners can utilize the cream for break and extra-mural activities. The
school can’t make this campaign succeed without our parent’s support. It is nearly holidays, those that need to buy
sunscreen for that purpose, can please consider purchasing this excellent sun-screen. It is all in aid of your
child/children’s health. Orders and payments must be in on or before 5 October 2020.
Please send the order form with proof of payment to:
yolandivd@vandykpharma.co.za

100ml Xeroderm SF 40 R95 Quantity
500ml Xeroderm SF 40 R180 Quantity
1 Liter Xeroderm SF 40 R280 Quantity
5 x 20ml Xeroderm SF 40 R100 Quantity
Name of parent: _____________________________________________
Name of learner: ____________________________________________
School: ____________________________________________________
Grade: _____________________ Class: _______________________
Contact number: ___________________________________________

Banking detail: Van Dyk Pharmaceuticals
Nedbank
Branch code: 198765
Acc no: 1963284771
Reference: VPS with Name & Surname of learner
Please send the order form with proof of payment to:
yolandivd@vandykpharma.co.za
082 304 4286

PAYMENT

